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Copenhagen Port: how to reach it

For passengers arriving in Copenhagen via the motorway:
Copenhagen cruise terminal is located in the area called Nordhavn.
For guests coming by car, please follow to Nordhavn train station and then to Oceankaj Terminal 2.

For cruise passengers arriving in Copenhagen by train get off at the Copenhagen central station (Københavns Hovedbanegård) or at Nørreport station, change to local train S Tog to Nordhavn. Once in Nordhavn catch a taxi to Oceankaj. (about 3km)

Cruise passengers who reach Copenhagen by air can reach the port by:
Metro > get off in Nørreport > change to S Tog to Nørreport station, change to local train S Tog Nordhavn. Once in Nordhavn catch a taxi to Oceankaj. (about 3km)
Bus > bus 5A, get off Nørreport station, change to local train S Tog Nordhavn. Once in Nordhavn catch a taxi to Oceankaj. (about 3km)
Train (Øresundstog) to Copenhagen central station (Københavns Hovedbanegård) or at Nørreport station, change to local train S Tog Nordhavn. Once in Nordhavn catch a taxi to Oceankaj. (about 3km)
Metro, bus and train ticket can be purchased at ape and train stations. Euro is not accepted. (nowhere)
Taxi > about 40 min
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Dubai Port: how to reach it
Direction to Port Rashid from Dubai International Airport: From the airport take Garhoud Bridge on Sheikh Zayed Road, after crossing Garhoud bridge you will pass the Al Ain interchange. You will see direction boards for Port Rashid & Karama veering towards the right of the road. Please follow the Port Rashid sign and you will reach a main signal. Keep going straight crossing 2 more signals and you will find Port Rashid at the right side. On the fourth Signal Please take the free right turn and you will reach the pass office / main gate inorder to enter the Port.

Address:
Cruise Terminal
Berth 30
Port Rashid
Dubai
UAE
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Hamburg Port: how to reach it

Directions by car
From the city of Hamburg: Direction Hamburg centre/main station/Passagen – past Deichtorhallen – Oberbaumbrücke – turn left to Shanghaiallee – follow the traffic – 2nd traffic light to the right via Baakenbrücke – turn left as soon as possible to Hamburg Cruise Center.

Via Landungsbrücken: Vorsehen – turn right (Baumwall tube station) – follow the street “Am Sandtor” – follow the course of the street – 2nd traffic light on the right via Baakenbrücke – turn left as soon as possible to Hamburg Cruise Center.

Coming from A1/A255: drive into the direction Zentrum, after exit Veddel, take the next exit on the Elb Bridges, into the direction HafenCity – pass through “Zweibrückenstrasse” – follow the course of the road – pass through train underpass – at 2nd traffic light turn left and drive on Überseeallees – drive across Magdeburger Bridge – at the next turn, turn left to Hamburg Cruise Center HafenCity.

Directions by public transport.
From Central Station: Take the U4 and get off at “Überseequartier”. Hamburg Cruise Center HafenCity is located 50m away.

From Altona: Take the subway line S1/S2 or S3 to “Jungfernstieg”, from there take the U4 and get off at “Überseequartier”. Hamburg Cruise Center HafenCity is located 50m away.

From the Airport: Take the subway line S1 to “Jungfernstieg”, from there take the U4 and get off at “Überseequartier”. Hamburg Cruise Center HafenCity is located 50m away.

For the cruise NeoRomantica 18/8/2015 the terminal is Altona - HCC Altona - van der Smitten Strasse 5
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Hong Kong Port: how to reach it
HONG KONG OCEAN TERMINAL
Add: No.3-27 Canton Road, Tsim Sha Tsui, Kowloon, Hong Kong
Tel: +852 21188951

The ocean terminal is located in the downtown of Kowloon, so it is very convenient for passengers to reach this site by subway and other transportation. The terminal has a separate entrance and exit for vehicles, which face to Canton Road as well.

Modern Terminal Ltd
Address: Pier No. 1, Modern Terminal, Kwai Chung (Entrance in Kwai Tai Road, near Public Cargo Working Area, Ramble Channel)

Remarked: Costa Victoria will be berthing in Modern Terminal on 16 February 2013. For those passenger who are embark or disembark, they can take the free shuttle bus connecting Modern Terminal and Ocean Terminal.

- Shuttle bus connecting Modern Terminal and Ocean Terminal operates from 0830 to 1430 hrs
- Ocean Terminal bus station is located in the luggage room which is near Shop G60-G61.
- It is a 49-seater bus, operate every 15 mins, frequency will be adjust during peak hour.
- Journey takes around 20-30 mins under normal traffic condition.
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Livorno: how to reach it

Whether you’re travelling from the A12 Genova-Livorno-Rosignano motorway or from the A11-A12 Firenze-Pisa-Livorno motorway, the exit is LIVORNO. From the toll booth, follow the brown tourist signs for “Imbarco passeggeri” (Passenger boarding). The Terminal Crociere (Cruise Terminal) in the Port of Livorno is at Piazzale dei Marmi and can be accessed via the Varco Donegani (Donegani Entrance) (which is the easiest) or the Varco Sgarallino (Sgarallino Entrance). The port of Livorno is also connected to the Firenze-Pisa-Livorno express way (superstrada).
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Naples Port: how to reach it

If you are approaching Naples by motorway, follow the signs for "Napoli Porto", bringing you to the port area at Via Bausan. Continue inside the port taking the last passage "Immacolatella Vecchia". Stay inside the port to the Stazione Marittima. This alternative avoids the heavy traffic in the customs area of Via Marina and the one-way streets, bringing you to "Immacolatella Vecchia" from where you can reach the Stazione Marittima. For cruise guests arriving in NAPLES, get off at the Napol Centrale train station. From here you can reach the port by taxi in approx. 20 minutes at a cost of approx. Euro 20. For cruise guests arriving in NAPLES by airplane, you can reach the port by taxi in about 30 minutes at a cost of approx. Euro 35. Guests who booked their flight with Costa Crociere will be met by our representatives after exiting from customs.
Venice Port: how to reach it

For cruise guests arriving in VENICE by train. We recommend that you get off the train at the Venezia-Mestre station. From here you can take a taxi, by land, reaching the port in about 15 minutes. To reach the port from the S. Lucia train station, you can either take a taxi-boar or “people Mover”. Piazzale Roma can be reached from the S. Lucia train station on foot or with one stop of the waterbus. The Cooperativa Portabagagli di Venezia offers a luggage transfer service from the S. Lucia station to the Ferry Terminal. If you wish to use this service, contact them directly inside the train station. In order to ensure that your luggage is correctly delivered to your cabin, please make sure that all luggage items are correctly labelled with the Costa labels that are included with your cruise ticket. If you do not have these labels with you, we strongly recommend that you do not use this service.

For cruise guests arriving in VENICE by airplane. Guests who booked their flight with Costa Crociere will be met by our representatives after exiting from customs. In the airport, a help desk is also available to cruise guests on the days of embarkation/disembarkation as well as on the day prior to embarkation. Guests who did not reserve a transfer with Costa Crociere can reach the port by taxi in approx. 30 minutes at an approx. or by using the public bus service for Piazzale Roma.
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Savona Port: how to reach it

How to reach the port of Savona by car: For guests arriving from the Motorway from East (Genoa) we suggest that you exit at Albisola. After passing through the tollbooth, turn to the right and follow the signs for Savona and Porto / Palacrociere. After approx. 3 km until reaching the city of Savona. After a brief ascent (Via Gramsci), take the roundabout turning to the left at the Priamar castle and follow the directions to the Porto / Palacrociere up to the customs entrance. For guests arriving from West or the Savona – Torino motorway we recommend exiting at Savona. Follow the directions for Savona Centro and Porto / Palacrociere, following along the main street (Corso Svizzera). At the roundabout (after approx. 1 km) continue along the main street (Via Stalingrado). After approx. 1.5 km you will enter the city, passing under a railway bridge: at the roundabout continue along the tree-lined street (Corso Tardy Benech and then Corso Mazzini) until the entrance to the port.

For cruise guests arriving in SAVONA by train: Get off at the Savona train station. From here you can reach the port in 10 minutes by taxi (cost approx. Euro 15). From the Genova Porta Principe train station you can use a private bus transfer service from 1:30 pm, which should be booked in advance through your travel agent. Note: If no reservations have been made, this service will not be available.

For cruise guests arriving in GENOA by airplane: Guests who booked their flight with Costa Crociere will be met by our representatives after exiting from customs. For guests who arranged their own flights, there is also a private transfer service in correspondence to flight arrival times, which should be booked in advance through your travel agent. You can reach the port of Savona by taxi at a cost of approx. Euro 80.
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Civitavecchia Port: how to reach it

For cruise guests arriving in ROME by airplane there is a train transfer service from the Fiumicino airport to the Roma Termini train station. From here you can proceed to Civitavecchia by train. Alternatively, you can reach the port by taxi at a cost of approx. Euro 150. We recommend that you verify and agree upon the price with the driver in advance.
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Barcelona Port: how to reach it

For cruise passengers who arrive in Barcelona by air
From the Barcelona airport, the port can be reached by taxi in approx. 40-50 minutes at an average price of 25-35 Euro. Alternatively, there is a railway station inside the airport: get off at "Catalunya" or "Sants Estació" and take the underground (Line 3, green) to the station "Drassanes", located at the bottom of the Ramblas, close to the monument of Christopher Columbus. From here, crossing the street in the direction of the sea, you will find a bus stop for the Port Bus, a small blue bus that will take you to the port; the bus stops at all port terminals.

For cruise passengers who arrive in Barcelona by train
From the Barcelona station, the port can be reached by taxi in approx. 15-30 minutes (trip price 15-20 Euro). Alternatively, the underground may be taken (Line 3, green). Get off at "Drassanes", located at the bottom of the Ramblas, close to the monument of Christopher Columbus. From here, crossing the street in the direction of the sea, you will find a bus stop for the Port Bus, a small blue bus that will take you to the port; the bus stops at all port terminals.

For cruise passengers who arrive in Barcelona by car
Take Via Tarrega until arriving at Plaza España. From here, enter into the Paralelo, at the bottom of which you will find a roundabout where you will see indications for the port, located at a distance of approx. 10 minutes.
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**Copenhagen Port: how to reach it**

For passengers arriving in Copenhagen via the motorway:
Copenhagen cruise terminal is located in the area called Nordhavn.
For guests coming by car, please follow to Nordhavn train station and then to Oceankaj Terminal 2.

For cruise passengers arriving in Copenhagen by train get off at the Copenhagen central station (Københavns Hovedbanegård) or at Nørreport station, change to local train S Tog to Nordhavn. Once in Nordhavn catch a taxi to Oceankaj. (about 3km)

Cruise passengers who reach Copenhagen by air can reach the port by:
Metros > get off in Nørreport > change to S Tog to Nørreport station, change to local train S Tog Nordhavn. Once in Nordhavn catch a taxi to Oceankaj. (about 3km)
Bus > bus 5A, get off Nørreport station, change to local train S Tog Nordhavn. Once in Nordhavn catch a taxi to Oceankaj. (about 3km)
Train (Øresundstog) to Copenhagen central station (Københavns Hovedbanegård) or at Nørreport station, change to local train S Tog Nordhavn. Once in Nordhavn catch a taxi to Oceankaj. (about 3km)
Metro, bus and train ticket can be purchased at apt and train stations. Euro is not accepted. (nowhere)

**Taxi** > about 40 min

![Map of Copenhagen Port](image)

Select the port: Copenhagen
Naples Port: how to reach it

If you are approaching Naples by motorway, follow the signs for "Napoli Porto", bringing you to the port area at Via Bausan. Continue inside the port taking the last passage "Immacolatella Vecchia". Stay inside the port to the Stazione Marittima. This alternative avoids the heavy traffic in the customs area of Via Marina and the one-way streets, bringing you to "Immacolatella Vecchia" from where you can reach the Stazione Marittima. For cruise guests arriving in NAPLES by train get off at the Napoli Centrale train station. From here you can reach the port by taxi in approx. 20 minutes at a cost of approx. Euro 20. For cruise guests arriving in NAPLES by airplane. You can reach the port by taxi in about 30 minutes at a cost of approx. Euro 35. Guests who booked their flight with Costa Crociere will be met by our representatives after exiting from customs.
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How to reach the ports

Hamburg: how to reach it

Directions by car:
From the city of Hamburg: Direction Hamburg centre/main station/Speicherstadt – past Deichtorhallen – Oberbaumbrücke – turn left to Shanghaiale – follow the traffic – 2nd traffic light to the right via Baakenbrücke – turn left as soon as possible to Hamburg Cruise Center.
Via Landungsbrücken: Vorseiten – turn right (Baumwall tube station) – follow the street “Am Sandtorkai” – follow the course of the street – 2nd traffic light on the right via Baakenbrücke - turn left as soon as possible to Hamburg Cruise Center.
Coming from A1/A255, drive into the direction Hamburg Zentrum, after exit Veddel take the next exit on the Elb Bridges into the direction HafenCity – pass through “Zweibrückenstraße” – follow the course of the road – pass through train underpass – at the traffic light turn left and drive on Überseealleys – drive across Magdeburger Bridge – at the next turn, turn left to Hamburg Cruise Center HafenCity.

Directions by public transport:
From Central Station: Take the U4 and get off at “Überseequartier”. Hamburg Cruise Center HafenCity is located 50m away.
From Altona: Take the subway line S1/S2 or S3 to “Jungfernstieg”, from there take the U4 and get off at “Überseequartier”.
Hamburg Cruise Center HafenCity is located 50m away.
From the Airport: Take the subway line S1 to “Jungfernstieg”, from there take the U4 and get off at “Überseequartier”.
Hamburg Cruise Center HafenCity is located 50m away.

For the cruise NeoRomantica 18/8/2015 the terminal is Altona - HCC Altona - van der Smissen Strasse 5
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Hamburg Port: how to reach it

Directions by car:
From the city of Hamburg: Direction Hamburg centre/main station/Speicherstadt – past Deichtorhallen – Oberbaumbrücke – turn left to Shanghaiale – follow the traffic – 2nd traffic light to the right via Baakenbrücke – turn left as soon as possible to Hamburg Cruise Center.
Via Landungsbrücken: Vorseiten – turn right (Baumwall tube station) – follow the street “Am Sandtorkai” – follow the course of the street – 2nd traffic light on the right via Baakenbrücke - turn left as soon as possible to Hamburg Cruise Center.
Coming from A1/A255, drive into the direction Hamburg Zentrum, after exit Veddel take the next exit on the Elb Bridges into the direction HafenCity – pass through “Zweibrückenstraße” – follow the course of the road – pass through train underpass – at the traffic light turn left and drive on Überseealleys – drive across Magdeburger Bridge – at the next turn, turn left to Hamburg Cruise Center HafenCity.

Directions by public transport:
From Central Station: Take the U4 and get off at “Überseequartier”. Hamburg Cruise Center HafenCity is located 50m away.
From Altona: Take the subway line S1/S2 or S3 to “Jungfernstieg”, from there take the U4 and get off at “Überseequartier”.
Hamburg Cruise Center HafenCity is located 50m away.
From the Airport: Take the subway line S1 to “Jungfernstieg”, from there take the U4 and get off at “Überseequartier”.
Hamburg Cruise Center HafenCity is located 50m away.

For the cruise NeoRomantica 18/8/2015 the terminal is Altona - HCC Altona - van der Smissen Strasse 5
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Dubai Port: how to reach it

Direction to Port Rashid from Dubai International Airport: From the airport take Garhoud Bridge on Sheikh Zayed Road, after crossing Garhoud bridge you will pass the Al An interchange. You will see direction boards for Port Rashid & Karama veering towards the right of the road. Please follow the Port Rashid sign and you will reach a main signal. Keep going straight crossing 2 more signals and you will find Port Rashid at the right side. On the fourth signal please take the free right turn and you will reach the pass office / main gate if you enter the Port.

Address:
Cruise Terminal
Berth 30
Port Rashid
Bur Dubai
Dubai
UAE
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Civitavecchia Port: how to reach it
For cruise guests arriving in Rome by airplane there is a train transfer service from the Fiumicino airport to the Roma Termini train station. From here you can proceed to Civitavecchia by train. Alternatively, you can reach the port by taxi at a cost of approx. Euro 150. We recommend that you verify and agree upon the price with the driver in advance.
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How to reach the port of Savona by car: For guests arriving from the Motorway from East (Genoa) we suggest that you exit at Albisola. After passing through the tollbooth, turn to the right and follow the signs for Savona and Porto / Palacrociere. After approx. 3 km until reaching the city of Savona. After a brief ascent (Via Gramsci), take the roundabout turning to the left at the Piazzale castel and follow the directions to the Porto / Palacrociere up to the customs entrance. For guests arriving from West or the Savona – Torino motorway we recommend exiting at Savona. Follow the directions for Savona Centro and Porto / Palacrociere, following along the main street (Corso Svizzera). At the roundabout (after approx. 1 km) continue along the main street (Via Stalingrado). After approx. 1.5 km you will enter the city, passing under a railway bridge: at the roundabout continue along the tree-lined street (Corso Tardy Benech and then Corso Mazzini) up to the entrance of the port.

For cruise guests arriving in SAVONA by train: Get off at the Savona train station. From here you can reach the port in 10 minutes by taxi (cost approx. Euro 15). From the Genova Porta Principe train station you can use a private bus transfer service from 1:30 pm, which should be booked in advance through your travel agent. Note: If no reservations have been made, this service will not be available.

For cruise guests arriving in GENOA by airplane: Guests who booked their flight with Costa Crociere will be met by our representatives after exiting from customs. For guests who arranged their own flights, there is also a private transfer service in correspondence to flight arrival times, which should be booked in advance through your travel agent. You can reach the port of Savona by taxi at a cost of approx. Euro 80.
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For cruise guests arriving in **VENICE** by train, we recommend that you get off the train at the Venezia-Mestre station. From here you can take a taxi, by land, reaching the port in about 15 minutes. To reach the port from the S. Lucia train station, you can either take a taxi-boat or "People Mover". Piazzale Roma can be reached from the S. Lucia train station on foot or with one stop of the waterbus. The Cooperativa Portabagagli di Venezia offers a luggage transfer service from the S. Lucia station to the Ferry Terminal. If you wish to use this service, contact them directly inside the train station. In order to ensure that your luggage is correctly delivered to your cabin, please make sure that all luggage items are correctly labelled with the Costa labels that are included with your cruise ticket. If you do not have these labels with you, we strongly recommend that you do not use this service.

For cruise guests arriving in **VENICE** by airplane Guests who booked their flight with Costa Crociere will be met by our representatives after exiting from customs. In the airport, a help desk is also available to cruise guests on the days of embarkation/disembarkation as well as on the day prior to embarkation. Guests who did not reserve a transfer with Costa Crociere can reach the port by taxi in approx. 30 minutes at an approx. by using the public bus service for Piazzale Roma.
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**Sádan kommer du til havnen**

**Venice Port: how to reach it**

For cruise guests arriving in **VENICE** by train, we recommend that you get off the train at the Venezia-Mestre station. From here you can take a taxi, by land, reaching the port in about 15 minutes. To reach the port from the S. Lucia train station, you can either take a taxi-boat or "People Mover". Piazzale Roma can be reached from the S. Lucia train station on foot or with one stop of the waterbus. The Cooperativa Portabagagli di Venezia offers a luggage transfer service from the S. Lucia station to the Ferry Terminal. If you wish to use this service, contact them directly inside the train station. In order to ensure that your luggage is correctly delivered to your cabin, please make sure that all luggage items are correctly labelled with the Costa labels that are included with your cruise ticket. If you do not have these labels with you, we strongly recommend that you do not use this service.

For cruise guests arriving in **VENICE** by airplane Guests who booked their flight with Costa Crociere will be met by our representatives after exiting from customs. In the airport, a help desk is also available to cruise guests on the days of embarkation/disembarkation as well as on the day prior to embarkation. Guests who did not reserve a transfer with Costa Crociere can reach the port by taxi in approx. 30 minutes at an approx. by using the public bus service for Piazzale Roma.

Map
Amsterdam Port: how to reach it

For cruise guests arriving in Amsterdam by car for those arriving from the direction of Rotterdam/Den Haag/Schiphol airport, follow the signs for Amsterdam A4, Ring Amsterdam A10 OOST, A10 S114 Zeeburg Centrum, continue for Zeeburg Centrum S114, Ipta S100, Zeeburg Ipta Centrum Ring S100. For those arriving from Utrecht, follow the street signs for Amsterdam A2, ring Amsterdam A10 Oost, A10 S114 Zeeburg Centrum, continue for Zeeburg Centrum S114, Ipta S100, Zeeburg Ipta Centrum Ring S100. For those arriving from Amsterdam A1, Ring Amsterdam A10 Noord, A10 S114 Zeeburg Centrum, continue for Zeeburg Centrum S114, Ipta S100, Zeeburg Ipta Centrum Ring S100.

Fortuna 23/8 - Marine Terminals (AMT) - Corsicaweg 10, Amsterdam

Select the port

Amsterdam
Barcelona Port: how to reach it

For cruise passengers who arrive in Barcelona by air
From the Barcelona airport, the port can be reached by taxi in approx. 40-50 minutes at an average price of 25-35 Euro. Alternatively, there is a railway station inside the airport; get off at “Catalunya” or “Sants Estació” and take the underground (Line 3, green) to the station “Drassanes”, located at the bottom of the Ramblas, close to the monument of Christopher Columbus. From here, crossing the street in the direction of the sea, you will find a bus stop for the Port Bus, a small blue bus that will take you to the port; the bus stops at all port terminals.

For cruise passengers who arrive in Barcelona by train
From the Barcelona station, the port can be reached by taxi in approx. 15-30 minutes (trip price 15-20 Euro). Alternatively, the underground may be taken (Line 3, green). Get off at “Drassanes”, located at the bottom of the Ramblas, close to the monument of Christopher Columbus. From here, crossing the street in the direction of the sea, you will find a bus stop for the Port Bus, a small blue bus that will take you to the port; the bus stops at all port terminals.

For cruise passengers who arrive in Barcelona by car
Take Via Taragoppa until arriving in Plaza España. From here, enter into the Paralelo, at the bottom of which you will find a roundabout where you will see indications for the port, located at a distance of approx. 10 minutes.

Map
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Bari Port: how to reach it

If you are approaching Bari by motorway from the north, take the Bari Nord* exit. If approaching from the south, take the “Bari Sud” exit. From either exit, take the Bari bypass (Circonvallazione di Bari) in the direction “Fiera/Porto”. Follow the bypass to the end, turning left for “Fiera/Porto” at exit (uscita) 4, which goes to Via Napoli. Take Via Napoli to the intersection with Via Brigata Regina, turn left for Corso Vittorio Veneto. Follow the coast until you reach the port. For cruise guests arriving in BARI by train, get off at the Bari Centrale train station. From here you can reach the port by taxi in approx. 15 min. at a cost of approx. Euro 15. For cruise guests arriving in BARI by airplane, the port can be reached by taxi in approx. 30 min. at a cost of approx. Euro 30.
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